ABSTRACT: This paper describes P novel control strategy for shunt active filters -the Sinusoidnl FqFe Currenls Cnnnol Slrafegi. The contml s t r a t q considers the presence of harmonics in the system voltage and load current simultaneously. Although the fundaments of the pq Theory is used to better explain the proposed wntrol strategy, it is not directly used, since the Clarke Transformation (=be to @ transformation) is avoided. In fact, the fundaments of thepq Theory is inserted in a minimization method -the Generalized Fvze CurrcnrS, which together with B robust synchronizing circuit (TLL control circuit), form a concise controller for shunt active filter. The shunt active filter prorides current compensation, such that the compensated current drawn from the network is sinusoidd ond balanced, corresponding to the fundamental positive-sequence component of the load current, plus an sdditional fundamental positivesequence component to cover losses in the power circuit of the shunt active filter. Simulation results are presented IO validate the control strategy.
I. INTRODUCTION
CTlVE power filters have being developed since 1983, A when one of the first prototypes based on instantaneous power theory was reported [1] [2] . One author of the present paper works on control strategies for active filters and active power line conditioners based on instantaneous active and reactive power theories, since 1991 [3] [4] . Since then. almost all controllers, developed by the authors, for active power line conditioners and FACTS controllers use thepq Then?: as introduced in [I] , and expanded for three-phase four-wire systems in [5].
On the other hand, several works on active filter controllers based on synchronous reference frame transformation, like The major oppositions in accepting the active filter controllers b3sed on the p q Theory are firmed on the following arguments.
1. controllers based on the pq Theory need low-pass fil-7 _.
3.
ters to separate the instantaneous real and imaginaly powers into average and oscillating pans, which introduces time delays that degenerate the active filter dynamic performance;
controllers based on the pq Theory demand more calculations, since they need the use of Clark Transformation; under distorted andor unbalanced system voltages, the shunt active filter does not compensate properly the load currents and injects harmonic currents into the network, which are not originated from the non linear load. The first above argument is really a problem, but not only for the pq-theow-hased controllers. The synchronous-referenceframe-based controller needs also low-pass filters to separate the average portions of the direct (id) and quadrature (iJ current components. Under non-sinusoidal system voltages, the current minimization methods also need some kind of filtering to obtain an average load conductance to determine the instantaneous active portion of the load current. The second argument above represents a cost that should be paid to gain flexibility to compensate independently the average or oscillating portion of the real (active) and imaginary (reactive) powers, as well as the instantaneous zero-sequence power. Without the use of Clarke Transformation it is impossible to compensate positive and negative-sequence current components, included in the real and imaginary power, separately from the zero-sequence current component. Finally, the third argument contains a little of misinterpretation of the original control algorithm as proposed by Akngi el al. [I] . This algorithm compensates the load current ro guornnree constant instantaneous real power drained from the network. Therefore, under non-sinusoidal voltage conditions, the compensated current cannot become sinusoidal [12] .
Some specialists have the opinion that "the best control strategy" is that guarantees compensated currents drained from the network, that are proportional (same uaveform) to the system voltages. Under balanced, undistoned system voltages, this strategy compensates load current to force the compensated current to become sinusoidal and in phase with the system voltage. Otherwise, the compensated currents become the same waveform as the system voltages, suggesting that the network is "supplying a pure-resistive equivalent load".
In summary, under non-sinusoidal and/or unbalanced system voltages, it is impossible to implement a shunt active filter that satisfies simultaneously: i) constant real power drained f" the network, ii) sinusoidal compensated current; and iii) proportionality between the srjtem voltage and the compensated current This paper proposes a novel control algorithm to overcome WO of the three concerns mentioned above. The Clarke Tmformation is no longer used and the power definitions of the pq Theory are not directly used. The concepts learned from this theory are used in a method of current minimization. Fig. 1 shows the system that was implemented in a digital simulator for electromagnetic circuits. For simplicity, a threephase three-wire system is considered (there are no zerosequence current components). The shunt active filter generates the compensating currents i , i,b and i , to compensate the load currents in, ib and i, in order to guarantee sinusoidal, balanced, compensated currents i,, i b and i , drawn from the network. This goal is achieved even under non-sinusoidal system voltages. Note that the active filter controller does not need any information about the system voltage and they are not measured. In fact, the control algorithm needs only information about the load current. For three-phase ungrounded system only two current sensors could be used, since i,=-isia. The measurement of the active filter currents (ice, iCb and im) is needed only in the PWM current control, and the dc voltage measurement is used in the dc voltage regulator.
This

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
III. ACTIVE FILTER CONTROLLER
The controller of the shunt active filter is concise and requires less computational efforts than many others found in the literahue. It is formed by a dc voltage regulator, a synchmnizing circuit and a compensating current reference box.
Here, the PWM current control is considered as part of the power converter. Fig. 1 , the control signal C, corresponds to the sum of two dynamic, equivalent conductances, that is, In fact, the control signal C, is used as a factor in the controller that corresponds to the sum of two amnlitudes of fundamental positive-sequence currents. The signal 6 is the amplitude of the positive-sequence load current and G-is an additional positive-sequence current that is drawn by the shunt active filter, to realize dc voltage regulation. Since no ac voltage measurement is provided to the active filter controller, this additional positive-sequence current has the same power factor as the positive-sequence current of the load, that is, they are in phase.
The dc voltage regulator realizes a slower feedback control loop that is useful to correct compensation ermrs that arise during transients. The intrinsic dynamic of the synchronizing circuit (PLL circuit) and of some low-pass filters included in the controller introduces temporary compensation errors that affect the dc voltage.
Another "permanent" compensation error can also arise if the system voltage is unbalanced and/or distorted. For instance, suppose that the system voltage is sinusoidal, but unbalanced due to a fundamental negative-sequence voltage component. If the non-linear load is also unbalanced, it drains fundamental negative-sequence current, which is compensated by the shunt active filter. Not only products of positivesequence components, but also products of negative-sequence components, that may be present simultaneously in the system voltage and load current, contribute to the average active three-phase power [12] . The network supplies the fundamental positive-sequence power of the load, but the shunt active filter supplies the fundamental negative-sequence power to the load, which tends to discharge the dc capacitor. The dc voltage regulator senses this voltage variation and adjusts the dy. namic conductance Gs to force the shunt active filter to draw more positive-sequence current from the network. Thus, the 0 3 At this point, an eventual disturbance that slightly increases the system frequency (the frequency of ion and ich in Fig. 3 ) will make the current phasor ( I + ! ) to rotate faster than the voltage phasor built up from the feedback voltage signals v"(or) and v,(or). Hence, the displacement angle between i. and v.(ol), given by cos4 in (3), becomes greater than 90'. This results in negative average input ( 6 4 < 0) and consequently to a decreasing output 9 making the phase angle between io and v,(wt) even greater. This characterizes an unstable point of operation. Thus, the PLL has only one stable point of operation, that is the feedback signal v,(of) leading 90" the load current i,. Now, if the same disturbance is verified, the displacement angle between the voltage and current phason will be reduced and the average power in (3) will be positive. This will make the voltage phasor to rotate faster, keeping the orthogonality (lagging currents) between the generated Fig. 1 , should also be calculated. This is described in the following section.
C. Compensating currents calculation
As mentioned, the proposed control strategy has as objective to compensate load currents to guarantee balanced, sinusoidal currents drawn f" the network. This objective can be easily realized if the fundamental positive-sequence component of the load current is accurately and "instantaneously" determined. In this case, the difference between the fundamental positive-sequence current and the actual load current comprise all those components of the load current that should be compensated. Note that this strategy agrees with the previous constraint that the shunt active filter should not compensate the reactive power produced by the fundamental positivesequence current. Information about the system voltage would be necessary to compensate the fundamental reactive power of the positive-sequence current.
It is assumed that the conductance 4, in Fig. 1 (Fig. 3) , a new conductance G: is obtained and from it, the conductance 6, needed in (4).
can be determined. Moreover. if vNu, vNh and vUr (synchronized, fundamental, positive-sequence signals with unity amplitudes) replace the voltages and ( 7 . replaces G, in (S), this expression and (4) become equivalent. Further simplification in ( 6 ) is possible, because vNa, v.,h and vN, are pure-sinusoidal and balanced waves. Hence. the instantaneous aggregate value is a constant value, that is,
Therefore, the modified, instantaneous conductance becomes 2 3
Ci. =-(vNni,, +v,ih +v,i,)
Since the signals VA,,,, and v .~~ are from positive-sequence component at the fundamental frequency, i t is possible to af- 
N. SIMULATION RESULTS
A power system corresponding to Fig. I was implemented in a digital simulator. The "per unit" (pu) system cannot be used directly in the simulator. Thus, I V (phase to ground) and I A (line current) were used as the basis of the system. A balanced, I V, three-phase, voltage source is used. The system impedance is R = 0.02 R (2%) and L = 160 pH (5%). A three-phase thyristor converter with 30" firing angle, 1 A dc current and 160 pH commutation inductance is used as nonlinear load. The commutation inductance L of the shunt active filter (Fig. 1) is equal to 400 pH and the high-pass filter is C = 168.8 pF and R = 0.5 R. The dc voltage reference value (v-t in Fig. 2 is connected at f = 0.1 s and the shunt active filter is started at f = 0.2 s. as can be seen in Fig. 5 . It shows the actual current (already filtered) i, drawn by the shunt active filter, the load current and the current drawn from the network. The determination of the currents iw, ipb and iF in Fig. 4 is influenced by the dynamic of the dc replator &, ) , the PLL circuit (v,,", vNb, vNJ and the low-pass filter that determines G. They affect the magnitude of iP, ipb and iF. whereas the frequency and phase angles of these currents are dictated only by vxa. vNb, vN,. At t = 0.48 s, the thynstor converter is blocked and at t = 0.5 s a three-phase, linear, balanced, capacitive load is connected (R = 0.866 Q, C = 6.4 mF, Y-connected). This represents a very hard load change. since 1 pu, non-linear load with power factor cos(30") inductive is suddenly disconnected. During 20 ms there is no load connected. Then. a I pu. linear load with power factor cos(30") capacitive is connetec, as can be seen in Fig. 6 . Since the supply voltage is balanced and sinusoidal and a linear load is connected, after 0.5 s. the load current becomes sinusoidal and the active filter currents should be ideally zeroed. In a real implementation. it only drains small current to regulate the dc voltage. However, the controller takes more than 150 ms correcting the compensating currents and adapting to the new situation of loading, as well as regulating the dc voltage. It is possible to see partial loss of controllability during low dc-voltage levels. During this periods, the actual compensating current (6) docs not track accurately its reference value (i<-*).
V. CONCLUSIONS
The fundaments of the pq Theory was exploited to develop a new control strategy, the Sinusoidol Fryze Currents Control, based on minimization method equations, together with a robust synchronizing circuit (PLL circuit). The number of equations is reduced, since it does not use any reference frame transformation. The number of measurements is reduced, since it does not use information about the system voltage. The controller calculates compensating currents that comprise all components that differ from the fundamental positivesequence current. Thus, it includes zero-sequence components and is able to be used in three-phase four-wire systems.
The controller is able to determine the fundamental positive-sequence component of the load current under very high distortion conditions and does not care if the system voltage is balanced or not. The shunt active filter compensates the difference between the measured load current and the determined fundamental positive-sequence current. Thus, it compensates also unbalances from negative sequence and zero sequence at the fundamental frequency. However, the controller cannot determinelcompensate the reactive power generated by the fundamental, positive-sequence, load current. The author arc working to extend the proposed Sinusoidal Fryze Currents Control to make possible fundamental reactive power compensation, besides all compensation characteristics presented here.
